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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, a new proof of the Quintuple Product Identity is given. Next, the method of 
this proof is used to establish certain shifted partition identities extending earlier esults that the author had obtained by 
analyzing the G611nitz-Gordon a d Rogers-Ramanujan identities. 
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1. Introduction 
We have two objectives in this paper. First we give a new proof of the Quintuple Product 
Identity. Next we use the method of this proof to establish the equality of various shifted partition 
functions. 
The Quintuple Product Identity is 
(q)oo (Z)oo (z-  lq)oo (z2q; q2)oo (z-  2q; q2)oo = z3mq (3m2-m)/2 -- Z E 
??1 = - -  O0 ? ! r /= - -OO 
23mq (3m2+m)/2, (1.1) 
where we have made use of the standard notation 
(a)o~ = (a; q)o~ = I~I (1 - aq i) for Iql < 1. 
j=0 
Identity (1.1) was established in an equivalent form by Watson [7] and later rediscovered by 
Gordon [5]. Several proofs are known, but the simplest is due to Carlitz and Subbarao [4], who 
trace the history of the identity going back to Weierstrass. 
1 Work done at the Pennsylvania State University while on sabbatical from Florida during 1992-93. 
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Our proof is also quite simple and its novelty lies (see Section 2) in the crucial use of Euler's 
Pentagonal Number Theorem: 
O0 
(q)~ = Z (--1)"q (3"~-,.)/2" (1.2) 
??1~ - -  O0  
More precisely, we split the series in (1.2) into two parts, one involving even m and the other 
involving odd m to establish a key step in the proof. The motivation for this idea came from our 
recent paper [1] where we split the series in (1.2) in a different way, that is in terms of the even and 
odd powers of q, to prove the GBllnitz-Gordon identities. Thus the method of this paper is related 
to that of [1], but there are essential differences. 
Our second objective is to use the method to prove 
Theoreml .  Let M >>. 4 and I~ odd such that 2# # M and 0 < 31~ < 2M. Then the number oJ 
partitions of 2n + 1 into distinct parts - ___{p, 2M - #, 2M + #, 2M + 3p} (mod 6M) is equal to 
the number of partitions of 2n + 1 - it into distinct parts = ± { #, 2M -- p, 2M + p, 2M -- 3p} 
(rood 6M). 
This result has a companion, namely, 
Theorem 2. Let M and # be as above. Then the number of partitions of n into distinct parts 
-= _+{#, 2M - #, 2M + #, 2M + 3/t} (mod 6M) and into parts - _+ {2/~, 2M - 2/4 2M + 2/~, 2M} 
(mod6M) is equal to the number of partitions of n -~ into distinct parts - _+{/~,2M-  #, 
2M + #, 2M - 3/~} (mod 6M) and into parts - _+ {2/~, 2M - 2#, 2M + 2/~, 2M} (mod 6M). 
Theorems 1 and 2 are proved in Section 3. The condition 3/~ < 2M can be removed. But then, 
instead of shifts 2n + 1 - # in Theorem 1 and n - /~  in Theorem 2, we will have 2n + 1 - /£  and 
n - #', respectively, where/~' depends on # (see Theorems 3 and 4 of Section 4). 
Previously [1] I had obtained some special cases of Theorems 1 and 2 relating to M = 4 and 
M = 5 as consequences of the G611nitz-Gordon and Rogers-Ramanujan identities, respectively. 
The use of the Quintuple Product Identity has led to the more general results presented here. The 
importance of the Quintuple Product Identity in the theory of q-series and in combinatorial 
analysis is well-known. But the fact that equivalent forms of the identity have the nice partition 
interpretations given above seems to have escaped attention. 
Andrews [-3] has provided examples of the shifted partition identity 
Ps(n) = Pr(n -- 1), (1.3) 
where Ps(n) denotes the number of partitions of n into parts taken from S, and following him, 
Kalvade [-6] provided further examples of(1.3). It is to be noted that unlike (1.3), in Theorems 1and 
2, the odd parts are not allowed to repeat. The advantage then is that it is possible to obtain 
refinements by counting the parts in various residue classes (see the table of weights in Section 3 
and concluding remarks in Section 5). However, when M - 4 (mod 8), Theorems 1 and 2 have 
companions of the form 
Ps(n) = PT(n -- W) (1.4) 
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for certain values of w (see Section 4), but these turn out to be dilations of the two results relating to 
the case M = 4 that we had observed previously [-1]. 
. P roo f  o f  (1.1) 
As in the case of most earlier proofs, we will make heavy use of the celebrated Jacobi Triple 
Product Identity: 
z.q. ~ _ (q2; q2)oo(_zq; qZ)09(_z-lq; q2)09. (2.1) 
t l=  - -  O0 
From (2.1) it is immediately seen that the right-hand side of (1.1) is 
(q3; q3)oo(_z3q; q3)oo(_z-aq2; q3)09 _ z(q3; q3)oo(_z-3q; q3)09(_z3q2; q3)09. 
The starting point of our proof is to rewrite (1.1) in an equivalent form by multiplying both sides by 
(-z)09(-z-lq)09: 
(q)09 (z2; q2)09(z- 2q2; qZ)~o(z2q; 2)oo(z- 2q; q2)09 
= (--z)09(--z-lq)oo (q3 ; q3)oo(--z3q; q3)oo(--z-3q2 ; q3)09 
-- Z(--Z)09(--z- l q)09(q3; q3)09(--z- 3q; q3)09(-- z3q2; q3)oo. (2.2) 
Observe that the left-hand side of (2.2) is 
oo 
(q)09(z2)oo(z-2q)09 = 2 (--1)Nz2Nq (N~-m/2 (2.3) 
N = -09  
by the use of (2.1). Note that the expression in (2.3) is an even function of z and therefore (2.2) is 
equivalent to 
Lemma. (i) The coefficient of z 2N+1 on the right-hand side of(2.2) is zero. 
(ii) The coefficient of  z 2N on the right-hand side of(2.2) is (-1)Nq (N:-N)/2. 
Proof .  Multiply both sides of (2.2) by (q)09. So, using (2.3) we get the equivalent identity 
(q)09 ~ (-1)Sz2Nq (N~-N)/: 
N=-oo  
= (q)09(--z)09(--z- lq)~ (q3; q3)~( _z3q; q3)oo (--z- 3q2; q3)09 
-- z(q)oo(--z)oo(--z-lq)~o(qa; )~(--z-a q; qa)~(-- z3q2; q3)~ 
and 
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= 
n= - -o0  m 
( Z -n)/2 ) (  S~_ z3mq(3m2+m)/2) --Z 
= (I) - ( I I ) .  
(i) To  compute  the coeff icient of  z 2N + 1 on the r ight -hand side of  (2.4) we set 
n + 3m = 2N + l .¢,. n = 2N + l - 3m i n ( I )  
n + 3m= 2N ¢~, n = 2N-  3m 
Thus  the coefficient of  Z 2N+l  in ( I)  is 
2= ~ qQAm), 
1 m=-~ 
in ( I I ) .  
where 
3m 2 -- m (2N + 1 -- 3m)(2N - 3m) 
Qa(m) - 2 + 2 
Similarly, the coefficient of  Z 2N + 1 in (II) is 
2 = ~ qQ2(m), 
2 m= -c~ 
where 
3m 2 + m (2N -- 3m)(2N - 3m - 1) 
Q2(m) - 2 + 2 
= 6m 2 -- 2m - 6ran + 2N 2 + N. 
= 6m 2 + 2m - 6ran + 2N 2 - N. 
The  funct ions Ql(m) and Q2(m) take the same set of  values because 
Qi ( -m + N)  = Qz(m). 
Therefore,  the coeff icient of  z 2N+ 1 on  the r ight -hand side of  (2.4) is 
2-2=o.  
1 2 
That  proves  Lemma (i). 
(2.4) 
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(ii) Lemma (ii) is equivalent o the statement that the coefficient of z 2N on the r ight -hand side of 
(2.4) is 
( _  1)Nq(N2- u)/2 (q)oo • (2.5) 
This coefficient is obta ined by setting 
n + 3m = 2N <¢. n = 2N-  3m i n ( I )  
and 
n+3m=2N-1  <:~ n=2N-3m-1  in ( l I ) .  
Thus, the required coefficient is 
~_ ~ = ~ qQ3(m)__ ~ qQ,(m), 
3 4 m = -oo m= -c~ 
where 
Q3(m) - 
3m 2-m (2N-3m)(2N-3m-1) 
+ 
2 2 
and 
Q4(m) - 
3m 2+m (2N-3m-1) (2N-3m-2)  
+ 
2 2 
Now write 
Q3(m) - - -  
N 2 - N 
+Q~(m)  and Qa(m) -  
2 
so that 
Q*(m)  = 6m 2 + m - 6mN + 
3N 2 - N 
and 
Q*(m)  = 6m 2 + 5m -- 6mN -~ 
3N 2 - 5N 
+1.  
Therefore, 
3 4 m=-ce  
qQ*(") -- m =-oo ~ qQ*(m) 
= 6m 2 + m - 6 raN + 2N 2 - N 
= 6m 2 + 5m - 6mN + 2N 2 -- 3N + 1. 
N 2 - N 
2 m.+_ Q~(m ), 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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Next, consider the Pentagonal  series in (1.2) split in the following form: 
o0 
(q )~= • ( -1)2"+Nq P. . . .  + ~ ( -1 )2"+l -Uq  e~ . . . . .  , (2.9) 
m= -co  m=-oo  
where Pm= (3m 2 - m)/2. Observe that 
3(4m 2+4mN+N 2) -2m-N 3N 2 -N  
PE,,+N - 2 = 6m2 - m + 6ran + 2 - Q~(-m).  (2.10) 
Similarly, 
P2m +, - u = Q~(m). 
Hence by combining (2.6)-(2.11) we see that 
-- Z = (--l)N(q)~, 
3 4 
(2.11) 
and so the coefficient of Z 2N on the r ight-hand side of (2.4) is the expression in (2.5). This proves 
Lemma (ii), and completes the proof  of (1.1). [] 
3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
In (2.2) replace q by q2M and zq" and divide both sides by (q6M, q6M)~ to get 
(q2M;  q6M)c ~ (q4M;  q6M)o °(z2q2U; q2M)c e (Z - 2q2M- 2U; q2M)~ 
= ( -- zqU; q2M)oo ( -- Z - lqEM- U; q2M)~ ( __ Z 3 q2M + 3u; q6~t)~ ( _ z- 3 q4U- 3u; q6M)o °
-- ZU(-- zqU; q2M)oo ( -- z -  l q2M- u ; qEM)oo ( -  Z-  3 q2M- 3~ ; q6M)~ ( -  Za q4M + 3u; q6M)o  
=(I I I )  - (IV). (3.1) 
Observe that the left-hand side of (3.1) is an even function of z as well as of q. Hence the coefficient 
ofqEn+ 1 on the r ight-hand side of(3.1) is zero. If we take z = 1, then the coefficient ofq 2n+ x in (III) is 
the number of partit ions of 2n+ 1 into distinct parts - - _+p(mod2M)  or - _+(2M+ 
3p) (mod 6M). This is the same as saying that the parts are 
- #, 2M - #, 2M + #, 4M - p, 4M + #, 6M - #, 2M + 3#, 4M -- 3# (mod 6M). (3.2) 
Similarly, if z = 1, the coefficient of qEn+ 1 in (IV) is the number of partit ions of 2n + 1 - # into 
distinct parts - _+#(mod 2M) or - _+(2M - 3#)(mod 6M). Equivalently, the parts are 
-- #, 2M -- #, 2M + #, 4M -- #, 4M + #, 6M - #, 2M -- 3#, 4M + 3# (mod 6M). (3.3) 
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If M/> 4, 2//~- M, and 0 < 3/ /< 2M, then the ten residues (mod 6M) given in (3.2) and (3.3) are all 
positive, distinct, odd and <6M. Thus Theorem 1 is a consequence of the observation that the 
coefficient of q2,+1 in (3.1) is zero. 
To prove Theorem 2 we note that under the same conditions on # and M, the integers 
2//, 2M - 2//, 2M, 2M + 2//, 4M - 2//, 4M + 2//, 6M - 2// (3.4) 
are all positive, distinct, even and < 6M. These integers can never coincide with the ones in (3.2) 
and (3.3) which are all odd. Now divide both sides of (3.1) by the product on the left-hand side 
to get 
1 = (--zqU; q2M)~(--Z-lq2M-u; q2M)~(_z3q2M+3u; q6M)oo(_z-3q4M-3u; q6M),~ 
(z2 q2U; q2M)~ (Z- 2 q2M- 2u; q2M)o °(q2M; q6M)o D (q4M; q6M)~ 
_ zq u (_zqU; q2M)oo(_z-lq2M-u; q2M)~(_z-3q2M-3u; q6M)o~(_z3q4M+3u; q6M)~ 
(zZq2u; qZM)~(Z-2q2M-2l~; q2m)oo(q2M; q6M)~ (q4M; q6M)~ (3.5) 
Theorem 2 is a consequence of the statement that the coefficient of q" in (3.5) is zero for n >~ 1, by 
taking z = 1. 
Refinements. Since identities (3.1) and (3.5) have a free parameter z, it is possible to refine 
Theorems 1 and 2 by keeping track of the number of parts in various residue classes. But then these 
parts have to be counted with weights as given in Table 1. 
. Relationship between # and M 
We adopt the convention that when we say j = b (mod m), we mean j > 0 and j = b (mod m). 
Let Q(z) = Q(z; q) denote the expression in (1.1). Then Q(z) satisfies the functional equations 
Q(z) = -zQ(z -  1) = z3qO(zq). (4.1) 
Table 1 
Residue class Weight 
# (mod 2M) 1 
- -  # (mod 2M) - -  1 
3# (mod 6M) 3 
- -  3# (mod 6M) - 3 
2# (mod 2M) 2 
- -  2# (mod 2M) - -  2 
2M (mod 6M) 0 
4M (mod 6M) 0 
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From the point of view of partitions, (4.1) implies that the substitutions 
z w-~ q-"  and z ~ q2M+u (4.2) 
under the dilation q ~ q2M would yield the same partition result that the substitution z = q" would 
give. So, by repeated applications of (4.2) we see that if 
#* - + # (mod 2M), 
then the substitutions z ~ q"* and z ~ qU would yield identical theorems on the equality of shifted 
partition functions. In view of this, we concentrate on 
#odd,  0<#<M.  
In Theorems 1and 2 we assumed that 3# < 2M. Suppose this condition is violated. Note that we 
cannot have 3# = 2M because # is odd. For convenience l t us denote by v, an integer which 
satisfies 
vodd, 2M<3v<3M.  (4.3) 
From (4.3) it is clear that with v in place of #, all the powers of q in (3.1) are positive except q2M-3~ 
Observe however that 
zqV(--z-3q2M-av; q6M)ce(--z3q4M+3v; q6M)o 
= zqV(1 + 2-3q2M-3v)(--Z- 
= z -  2q2(M- v)( _ Z-  3q8M- 3v; 
Using (4.4), we may rewrite (3.1) in 
(q2M; q6M)oo(q4M; q6M)oo(Z2q2V; 
= (--zq~; q2M)~( - - z - lq2M-  
3qSM-3v; q6M)c~(__ z3 q3v- 2M; q6M)oo/(1 q_ z3 q3v- 2M) 
q6M)c~(-- z3 q3v- 2M; q6M)o . 
the form 
q2M)oo (7, - 2 q2M- 2v; q2M)o °
v; q2M)oo(__ z3 q2M + 3v ; q6M)oo(__ z-  3 q4M- 3v ; q6M)~ 
-- z-  2q2(M-v)(-- zqV; q2M)oo(-- z-  l q2M-v; q2M)oo(-- z-  3 q8M- 3v; q6M)o 
X (--z3q4M+3v; q6M)o . 
(4.4) 
Since the left-hand side of (4.5) is an even function of q, the coefficient of q2n + 1 is zero. So, by setting 
z = 1, we get the following partition interpretation from the right-hand side: 
Theorem 3. Let  M >>, 4 and v satisfy (4.3). Then the number o f  partit ions o f2n  + 1 into distinct parts 
= + {v, 2M -- v, 2M + v, 2M + 3v} (mod 6M) is equal to the number o f  partit ions o f  2n + 1 - 
2(M - v) into distinct parts - +_ {v, 2M -- v, 2M + v, 2M - 3v} (mod 6M). 
Theorem 3 is to be compared to Theorem 1. It has a companion in the spirit of Theorem 2. To 
get this, divide both sides of (4.5) by the product on the left-hand side, set z = 1, and compare the 
coefficients of q" on both sides. This gives 
(4.5) 
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Theorem 4. Let M,  v be as above. Then the number of  partitions of n into distinct parts - _+{v, 2M 
- v, 2M + v, 2M + 3v} (rood 6M) and into parts - +_ {2v, 2M - 2v, 2M + 2v, 2M} (mod 6M) is 
equal to the number of  partitions of n -  2(M-  v) into distinct parts - + {v, 
2M - v, 2M + v, 2M - 3v} (mod 6M) and into parts - +_ {2v, 2M - 2v, 2M + 2v, 2M} (mod 6M). 
The above two results can be refined by keeping track of the number of parts in various residue 
classes, because there is a free parameter z in (4.5). As in the case of Theorems 1 and 2, here also the 
parts have to be counted with weights as given in Section 3. 
Previously [1], I had obtained special cases of (3.1) and (4.5) with the choices z = 1, M = 4, 
/~ = 1, and v = 3 as consequences of the G611nitz-Gordon identities. With these choices, identities 
(3.1) and (4.5) can be written in the form 
I-I (1 - q J) = I-I (1 + q J) - q ~ (1 + q J) 
j=- 2, -+6, -+8,-+ 10(mod 24) j=- _+1, -+7,-+9, _+1 l (mod 24) j-= _+ 1, -+ 5, -+7, -+9(mod 24) 
(4.6) 
and 
i - i (  1 _q j )  = H(  1 +q j )  _q2 I-I( 1 +q j )  
j~  ±2,±6, -+8, -+ lO(mod24)  j~  ± 3, _+ 5, _+ 7, _+ l l (mod 24) j ~ _+ l ,  _+ 3, _+ 5, _+ l l (mod 24) 
(4.7) 
It is interesting that the left-hand sides of(4.6) and (4.7) are identical even functions. More generally, 
let M be even, #, v odd such that 
/~+v=M,  0<3/ t<2M,  2M<3v<3M.  (4.8) 
Then, with this choice of M and # in (3.1), M and v in (4.5), and with z = 1, we get two different 
representations for the following even function of q: 
I~ (1 - q J) 
j =- _+ { 21t, 2M-  2#, 2M + 2#, 2M} (mod 6M) 
= I-[ (1 + q J) _ qU 
j =- _+ {#, 2M-  lt, 2M + #, 2M + 3#} (mod 6M) 
= H (1 + qi) + q2U 
j=- +_{v, 2M-v ,2M +v, 2M + 3v}(mod6M) 
I ]  (1 + q J) 
j=- _+{ l t ,2M-#,2M +#,2M-  3g}(mod6M) 
1-[ (1 + q J) 
j=- +{v, 2M-v ,  2M+v,2M-3v}(mod6M)  
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
1-I (1 -- q J) 
j ~- +2,  _+6, _+ 10, _+22 (mod48) (4.12) 
- q [ l  (1 - q~) 
j=- -+ 1, -+ 3, -+ 5, -+ 1 l (mod 24) 
To realize this, rewrite (4.6) in the form 
I-[ (1 - q J) 
j ~- _+2, +14,  _+18, _+ 22 (mod 48) 
1-[ (1 -- q J) = 
j --- _+2, _+6, _+8, +_ 10 (mod 24) H (1 -- q J) 
j--- _+1, _+7, _+ 9, -+11(mod 24) 
(4.11) Pv(n) = Pv(n - 2). 
It is essential that in passing from (3.1) and (4.5) to (4.9) and (4.10), we take z = 1. 
Another interesting feature of (4.6) and (4.7) is that the former leads to an example of (1.3) while 
the latter provides an example of the type 
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Observe that the even function of q on the left of (4.12) absorbs all the factors in each of the two 
numerators on the right of (4.12). Hence by dividing both sides of (4.12) by the product on the left 
we get the equivalent identity 
1 1 
1 = j~sl-] (1 - q J) q j~T" (1 -- q J)' 
where 
and 
S= {j I j  =_+1,_+6,_+7,_+8,_+9,_+10,_+11,+13,_+15,_+16,_+17, _+23(mod48)} (4.13) 
T = { j l j  = _+1, _+5, _+6, _+7, _+8, _+9, _+15, _+16, _+17, _+19, _+22, _+23 (mod 48)}. 
So, (4.13) and (4.14) are examples of sets S and T such that (1.3) holds. 
Similarly, identity (4.7) can be written in the equivalent form 
1 1 q2 1-[ 1 = I ]  (1 -- q J) (1 -- q J)' 
jeU j~V 
where 
and 
(4.14) 
u={j l j  =+2,  +3, +5, +7, +8, + l l ,  +13, +16, +17, +18,_+19,_+21(mod48)} (4.15) 
V = { J l J -  __1, +_3, +_5, _+8, i l l ,  _+13, ___14, -+16, +18, _+19, _+21, _23 (mod 48)}. 
(4.16) 
Ps(n) = Pr(n - It) (4.17) 
Pv(n) = Pv(n - 2(M - v)), 
we find that we are forced to set 4M + 6it = 6M - 2it in (3.1), equivalently 
4it = M, 
and 4M + 6v = 10M - 2v in (4.5), equivalently, 
4v = 3M. 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
and 
Thus, with this choice of U and V, (4.11) holds. Examples (4.13) and (4.14) were known to Kalvade 
[6], but (4.15) and (4.16) are new. 
More generally, if we consider the conditions on M, It and v in (3.1) and (4.5) such that the above 
procedure would lead to shifted partition theorems of the type 
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But then, (4.19) and (4.20) are dilations of the basic case M = 4, # = 1, v = 3 embodied in (4.6) and 
(4.7). Thus (4.6) and (4.7) are the only examples (apart from dilations) when Theorems 1and 3 could 
be converted to results of the type (4.17) and (4.18). 
5. Concluding remarks 
It is usually possible to give combinatorial (enumerative) proofs of q-series identities when there 
are free parameters present. This is the case with Heine's transformation and the Jacobi Triple 
Product Identity. The Quintuple Product Identity also has a free parameter z but no combinatorial 
proof of it is known. It would be worthwhile to try for a combinatorial proof of Theorems 2 and 
4 by setting up bijections between the sets of partitions counted. This would then provide 
a combinatorial pproach to the Quintuple Product Identity. 
The Euler Pentagonal Series is the theta-function 
F(z, q) = ~ z"q ~3"2-")/2 
n = - -0~5 
evaluated at z = -1 .  One could consider the even and odd components of F by treating it as 
a function of z or q. Both viewpoints are useful as the results of the present paper and [1] have 
shown. More generally, it would be worthwhile to consider other q-series identities with free 
parameters and investigate their even and odd components by treating them as either functions of 
q or of the parameters. We have already considered a few interesting examples in [1] and we intend 
to make a more systematic discussion of such dissections ubsequently. 
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